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history of europe wikipedia - the history of europe covers the peoples inhabiting europe from prehistory to the present the
period known as classical antiquity began with the emergence of the city states of ancient greece later the roman empire
came to dominate the entire mediterranean basin the fall of the roman empire in ad 476 traditionally marks the start of the
middle ages, 18th century history of germany wikipedia - germany or more exactly the old holy roman empire in the 18th
century entered a period of decline that would finally lead to the dissolution of the empire during the napoleonic wars since
the peace of westphalia in 1648 the empire had been fragmented into numerous independent states kleinstaaterei in 1701
elector frederick of brandenburg was crowned king in prussia, history of early modern europe essential humanities general features the early modern age witnessed the ascent of western europe to global political economic and
technological dominance this ascent was gradual only toward the end of the early modern age did western power clearly
surpass that of rival civilizations europe s chief rivals were found in the middle east ottoman empire south asia mughal
empire and east asia ming qing china
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